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Encourage Improved Efficiency to Improve Productivity, says Ricardo
Gosport-based
based Lean business specialists, Fedden USP, has recently commissioned a report
entitled Productive Nation? which looks at how leading organisations define productivity – a
key area of focus for many businesses in 2017.
Global engineering and strategic,
ategic, technical and environmental consultancy, Ricardo plc,
which has a Technical Centre in Shoreham, West Sussex, made a valuable contribution to
the report. Chief Executive, Dave Shemmans,
Shemmans, firmly believes that employees should be
rewarded for what they do to improve efficiency as this is key to improving productivity.
Shemmans says: “Encouraging ideas for improving productivity is as valuable as any
customer service programmes and
and this is fundamental to any business to ensure
sustainability. With today’s price pressures, productivity gains are the way to remain
competitive. ”
Continually achieving cost reduction is a real challenge for an already efficient business, so
s a
company needs to find new things to sell that it can charge more for and improve
productivity, according to Shemmans. IT can deliver some efficiencies in terms
te
of
maximising time as work can be passed across departments or from one country to another
to achieve 24 hour working when it is required. And with technology continually changing,
processes can be improved indefinitely.
Shemmans iss also quick to point out that when there’s a compelling need, such as an
emergency or wartime,, it’s amazing how quickly things can
can be done as bureaucracy takes a
back seat. Deadlines can really drive productivity.
With 3,000
000 staff in the group worldwide, each division of Ricardo has its own productivity
plan and improving productivity has to be everyone’s goal. The company’s awards scheme
recognises back office and productivity-related
produ
related functions and not just front-end
front
activities, as
Shemmans says: “Without the HR and finance functions, we would not have a business.”
For further information on LEAN training workshops,
workshops contact Neil Fedden on 07899 971183
/ 01489 611603, email neil@fedden-usp.co.uk
neil@fedden
or visit www.fedden-usp.co.uk
usp.co.uk . A copy of the
Productive Nation? report can be found at the following link:
http://fedden-usp.co.uk/news/productive
usp.co.uk/news/productive-nation

(Photo of Dave Shemmans attached courtesy of Allan Hutchings, The Argus.)

Notes
Fedden USP uses a unique combination of tried and tested improvement techniques from best-inclass companies, such as Lean from the Japanese automotive industry combined with innovative
thinking from the UK's Design Sector, to evaluate the way businesses are run. It helps these
businesses improve service levels, productivity and increase innovation, which ultimately increases
bottom-line profit.

